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AEISTRACT 
Associated with every linear transformation A on a finite-dimensional vector 
space V there is a collection Lat A of subspaces of V, namely the subspaces invariant 
under A. The collection Lat A always contains the (trivial) subspace 0 and the 
(improper) subspace V. Since, moreover, it is closed under the formation of intersec- 
tions and spans, it forms a lattice with respect to those operations (whence its name). 
The purpose of this paper is to interpret and to prove the following assertion: a 
necessay and sufficient condition that a lineur &msjiiti on a j&k%&men- 
sima2 complex vector space be a point of continuity of Lat is that it be non-deroga- 
toy. The assumption that the underlying coefficient field is the set of complex 
numbers is maintained throughout. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Associated with every linear transformation A on a finite-dimensional 
vector space V there is a collection Lat A of subspaces of V, namely the 
subspaces invariant under A. The collection Lat A always contains the 
(trivial) subspace 0 and the (improper) subspace V. Since, moreover, it is 
closed under the formation of intersections and spans, it forms a lattice with 
respect to those operations (whence its name). The purpose of this paper is 
to interpret and to prove the following assertion. 
THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition that a lineur transfm- 
m&ion on a finite-dimensi onul complex vector space be a point of continuity 
of Lat is that it be non-derogatoy. 
-- 
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The assumption that the underlying coefficient field is the set of complex 
numbers will be maintained throughout. 
1. EXAMPLES 
A subspace of V is a set of vectors, and a lattice of subspaces is a set of 
such sets; it is not immediately clear what topological notions (such as 
continuity) should mean for functions whose values are sets of sets of vectors. 
A couple of examples might help. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that 
V=C2 and A= E i . 
( 1 
(Whenever V is a naturally coordinatized vector space, such as C”, linear 
transformations on V will be identified with the corresponding matrices.) 
Every subspace of V is invariant under A. In other words, Lat A contains not 
only 0 and V but every other (necessarily l-dimensional) subspace as well; 
note, in particular, that the set Lat A is infinite. 
If s#O, the linear transformation 
has distinct eigenvalues, and, therefore, distinct eigenvectors. In this case 
Lat A, has exactly four elements, namely 0, V, the set M, of all scalar 
multiples of (1,0) (th e x-axis), and the set M, of all scalar multiples of (0,l) 
(the y-axis). Since Lat A, is the same for all E, namely the Celement set 
(0, Ml, M,, V}, surely every sane definition of topology for sets of subspaces 
must be such that as E tends to 0, the limit of Lat At is the same 4-element 
set. But as E tends to 0, the transformation Ae tends to A, and Lat A is 
infinitely large. Conclusion: A is a point of discontinuity of the function Lat. 
Matrices such as A are in a sense typical points of discontinuity of Lat. 
EXAMPLE 2. With V= C2 again, let A be . It is easy to de- 
termine Lat A: it has exactly three elements, namely 0, M,, and V. 
If e#O, the linear transformation 
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has distinct eigenvalues, and, therefore, distinct eigenvectors; it follows, 
again, that Lat Ae has exactly four elements. The diagrams of Lat A, and 
Lat A look like this: 
Once again it looks as if Lat were discontinuous at A; instead of an 
explosion, this time there appears to be a collapse at the limit. 
Not so. The eigenvalues of A, are E and 0, with corresponding eigenvec- 
tors (E, 1) and (0,l). It follows that Lat Ae = (0, N,, M,, V}, where N, is the 
set of all scalar multiples of (E, 1). It seems plausible (and is in fact true) that 
N, tends to M, as E tends to 0, and hence that Lat Ae does not suddenly 
collapse, but converges in an orderly fashion to Lat A. It turns out, in fact, 
that matrices such as A are typical points of continuity of Lat. 
2. ALGEBRA AND TOPOLOGY 
According to the classical definition a linear transformation on a finite- 
dimensional vector space is non-derogatory if and only if its minimal poly- 
nomial is equal to its characteristic polynomial. For an algebraically closed 
coefficient field the defining condition is equivalent to the condition that for 
each eigenvalue the corresponding eigenspace be l-dimensional, or, in other 
words, that in the Jordan form each eigenvalue occur in only one block. (Still 
another equivalent formulation: the transformation is cyclic, in the sense that 
it possesses a cyclic vector. Recall: f is a cyclic vector for A if the vectors 
f,Af,@, . . . span the whole space. This formulation will play no role in the 
sequel.) Examples 1 and 2 are typical to the extent that 0 0 
( 1 
( 1 0 0 
is a typical 
derogatory matrix and y “0 is a typical nonderogatory one. 
So much for the algebra; the other aspect of the theorem that needs 
explication is the topological one. Topological spaces of sets are no novelty in 
mathematics; perhaps the best known one comes from the Hausdorff metric. 
To use it, norm V by, for instance, endowing it with an inner product, and 
define the distance between two subspaces to be the Hausdorff distance 
between their units balls. (Since the Hausdorff distance is defined for 
bounded sets, some such device is necessary.) Alternatively, use the existence 
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of a bijection between all subspaces and all projections (idempotent Hermi- 
tian transformations), and define the distance between subspaces to be the 
norm of the difference of the corresponding projections. 
Although the two metrics so obtained induce the same topology (which is 
independent of what norm is put on V), the second one is somewhat easier 
to use. The reason is that if P, P,,P,, . . . are projections on a finite-dimen- 
sional inner-product space, then norm, or “uniform”, convergence (11 P,, - P I( 
+O) and pointwise, or “strong”, convergence (IIPJ- pfll+O for each f) are 
equivalent. In other words, norm convergence can be proved by merely 
proving pointwise convergence; the required uniformity is a consequence of 
local compactness. 
Once sets (such as subspaces of V) are endowed with an appropriate 
metric, then sets of sets (such as lattices of subspaces of V) can be similarly 
endowed. There is, however, a better way to proceed, one that is simpler to 
use and more informative. The idea (standard in general topology) is to 
define liminf and limsup for sequences of Lats, and then define topology via 
convergence. 
If { &, } is a sequence of non-empty sets of subspaces of V (possibly but 
not necessarily lattices of subspaces), define 
liminf, l?” 
to be the set of all limits of convergent sequences { it4,,} with it& in l?,, for all 
n. Similarly, define 
limsup, lz” 
to be the set of all limit points of all sequences {M,} with it& in l!Zn for all n. 
(Equivalently: M l limsup, l!T= if and only if there is a sequence { iU,+} of 
subspaces belonging to some subsequence { lZ% } of the given sets, with 
Mtl + M.) Clearly, 
liminf, C, climsup, en 
always; if equality holds, the sequence {en} is pronounced convergent, and 
lim,, C, is, by definition, the common value of liminf,, l2,, and limsup, $. 
Suppose that the values of a function cp on some topological space are 
lattices of subspaces. If x is in the domain of (p, and if x,+x always implies 
that 
limsuP,cp(%) c 4%). 
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then cp is called upper semicontinuous at X; if, instead, 
then cp is called lower semicontinuous at x. If QZJ is both upper and lower 
semicontinuous at x, then cp is continuous at x (x is a point of continuity of 
cp). 
3. UPPER SEMICONTINUITY 
Sets of vectors and sets of sets of vectors form a relatively complicated 
structure. Sets (usually non-empty compact sets) of complex numbers and 
sets of such sets form a somewhat simpler analogue that is already known to 
be important in linear algebra. The elementary notion of distance in the 
complex plane and the induced Hausdorff metric for compact sets (or, 
alternatively, liminfs and limsups of sequences of compact sets) can be used 
to examine the way spec A depends on A. Here specA is the spectrum of A, 
that is, in the finite-dimensional case under study, the set of eigenvalues of A. 
From the present point of view spec is a function from the space of all linear 
transformations on V with values that are non-empty compact subsets of the 
complex plane. 
The facts have been known for some time. Newburgh [5] studied spec in 
Banach algebras, proved that it is always upper semicontinuous, and proved 
that in certain cases, and notably in finite-dimensional linear algebra, it is 
continuous. (See also [2].) Here is a convenient way to formulate the 
assertion of continuity. For each complex number X and for each positive 
number E, let D(X,s) be the open disc with center X and radius E. If A is a 
linear transformation with spectrum {A,, . . . ,&}, then to every positive 
number E there corresponds a positive number S (= &(A,&)) such that, for 
each linear transformation B with ]]A - B ]I <6, all the intersections D(+, E) n 
specB are non-empty (j=l,..., r), and their union is specB. (The conclusion 
is a fussy way of saying that the sets specA and specB are near, in the sense 
that each point of either one is near to some point of the other.) 
More is true: spec is continuous even if the algebraic multiplicities of the 
eigenvalues are taken into account. For a precise formulation of that 
statement some additional notation is needed. For each linear transformation 
A on V and for each complex number h, write 
W(A,A)=ker(A-A)*“. 
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Equivalently: W(A, A) is th e set of all those vectors f that are annihilated by 
some power of A - A. If A E spec A, the subspace W(A, X) is the trivial space 
0. If X 4 speed, the subspace W(A,h) is called the weight space of A 
corresponding to X; its dimension is the algebraic multiplicity of X. (Recall 
that if the algebraic multiplicity of X, is mt, i = 1,. . . , r, then m, + - - - + m, = 
dim V. As for the terminology: “weight space” is what some authors calI 
something very much like the concept just defined, but there is no univer- 
sally accepted word for it.) 
If A is a set of complex numbers, then W(A,h), the total weight space of 
A corresponding to A, is defined as the span of all the weight spaces W(A,h) 
for which A E A. Here is the improved continuity statement. To every e > 0 
there corresponds a 6 > 0 such that ]]A - B I] < 6 implies that for each i 
(‘1 , . , . , r) the total weight space W(B, 04, E)) has dimension 9. It follows 
that D(+,E) n specBf0 and that the subspaces W(B,D(+,e)) span the 
whole space V. The continuity statement follows from Hurwitz’s theorem 
about the zeros of uniform limits (applied to the characteristic polynomials of 
matrices); see, for example, [4,$1]. A recent formulation of it, in exactly the 
form needed here, appears in [6]. 
So much for spec; consider next the function Lat. Basic assertion: Lat is 
upper semicontinuous. (Example 1 shows that it is not continuous.) A proof 
of this assertion (together with a discussion of other topological concepts and 
facts in a form suitable for infinite-dimensional applications) appears in [3]. 
For the reader’s convenience that proof is reproduced here. 
Suppose that A,,+A; it is to be proved that if M ~limsup, Lat A,,, then 
M E Lat A. By assumption, there is a subsequence {A,} and there are 
subspaces Mn, in Lat A, such that M,+M. If the corresponding projections 
are I-‘,+ and P, then the invariance of K under An, implies that 
The assumed convergences imply that 
AP = PAP, 
and that is equivalent to the desired conclusion. 
4. PROOF OF CONTINUITY 
The sufficiency part of the theorem asserts that if A is nonderogatory, 
then Lat is continuous at A. Since upper semicontinuity is known, it remains 
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to prove that if A,,+A, then 
Lat Acliminf~LatA,,. 
In other words, it remains to prove that if AM c M, then there exist 
subspaces M,, in Lat A,,, n = 1,2,3,. . . , such that M,,+M. For this purpose it 
is necessary to know something about the structure of the subspaces in- 
variant under A. In the discussion that follows it is helpful, at least on first 
reading, to keep in mind a concrete special example such as the non-deroga- 
tory nilpotent matrix 
<o 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 10 0’ 
,o 0 1 0 I 
Lemma: the set of non-derogatory transformations is open. To prove the 
equivalent complemented statement (the set of derogatory transformations is 
closed), suppose that A,, is derogatory, n = 1,2,3,. . . , and %+A. Let o,, be 
an eigenvalue of A,, with eigenspace M, of dimension 2 or more. To simplify 
the notation, drop down to a subsequence such that both the eigenvalues 
and the eigenspaces converge; in other words, assume, with no loss, that 
~,,+a and M,,+M. Note that dim is continuous (because the dimension of a 
subspace is equal to the trace of the corresponding projection), and that, 
therefore, dimM 2 2. If P,, and P are the projections corresponding to M,, 
and M, then 
for every $ At the same time 
it follows that if f E M (so that pf= f), then Af = af. Conclusion: the 
eigenspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalue a is of dimension 2 or more, 
so that A is derogatory. 
Suppose now that the spectrum of A is A = {A,, . . . ,&}; let m, be the 
algebraic multiplicity of +, i = 1,. . . , r. The assumption that A is non-deroga- 
tory implies that there is a natural bijection from manic polynomial divisors 
of the characteristic polynomial of A to subspaces invariant under A. 
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Explicitly: every subspace M invariant under A has a unique representation 
M=kerp(A), 
where p is a polynomial defined by 
with O$k+rni, j=l,..., T; the dimension of M is equal to the degree 
k, + f ,- - + k, of p. The proof of this assertion becomes clear upon contempla- 
tion of the Jordan form of A; cf. [l]. 
The ground is now prepared for the use of the continuity theorem for 
spec. Find E so that the open discs D&E) are pairwise disjoint, and then 
note that, except for a finite number of values of n, the total weight space 
W(A,,, D&E)) has dimension mi for each i = 1,. . . ,r. Assume that there are 
no exceptional values of n; this avoids having to keep mentioning the 
exceptions and involves no loss of generality. 
Foreachn(=1,2,3 ,... )andforeachj(=l,..., r),choose$fromamong 
those mr eigenvalues of A, (algebraic multiplicities counted) that are in the 
disc D&e) and let p, be the manic polynomial with exactly the chosen 
k,+--- + k, eigenvalues for its zeros. If 
then, clearly M,, blat A,,; the proof of continuity will be completed by 
showing that M,,+M. 
The openness of the set of non-derogatory transformations implies that 
A,, is non-derogatory except perhaps for a finite number of values of n, 
which can and will be assumed not to exist. It follows that dim M,, = degp, = 
degp=dim M. 
The desired convergence will be established by showing that every 
convergent subsequence of {M,,} has the limit M. Suppose, accordingly, that 
{K} is a subsequence with M,+N, say. By the continuity of dim (men- 
tioned and used before) it follows that dim N = dim 4 = dim M. 
The subspace N is invariant under A. Indeed, if f E N, then there exists a 
sequence { f, } of vectors with f, in M, and f,+f. It follows that A&,-* 
Af. Since A,,f% EM+, therefore Af E N; this proves the asserted invariance. 
The set A, of zeros of p, breaks up into subsets A “,,, i = 1,. . . ,r, where 
A,,, consists of those zeros of p,, that are in D($E). The number of zeros in 
A,,,, multiplicities counted, is $. As n tends to infinity, the sets A, converge 
to A. It follows that the polynomials p, converge to p (uniformly in every 
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compact set). Consequence: if f E N, then p(A)f=O. Reason: find f+ in Mn, 
with f,+=f, and note that p,,(A,,)f,+p(A)f and p%(A,)f,=O. In other 
words, the consequence is that N c M. Since, however, dim N=dim M, it 
follows that N= M, and the proof of continuity is complete. 
5. PROOF OF DISCONTINUITY 
The next and last thing to prove is that if A is derogatory, then Lat is 
discontinuous at A. It is not absolutely necessary but it is convenient to use 
similarity theory in the proof. 
What happens to Lat and its continuity properties under similarity? 
Answer: if S is an invertible transformation, then Lat S -‘AS = S - ’ Lat A. 
That is: if M is invariant under A, then S - 'M is invariant under S -‘AS, and 
conversely. Proof: if AM c M, then (S -‘AS)S -‘M= S -‘(AM) c S -‘M, 
and therefore S - ‘Lat AcLatS’AS; if (S-‘AS)McM, thenA(SM)cSM, 
and therefore S&at S -‘AS) cLat A. 
An invertible linear transformation is a homeomorphism, and hence it 
respects liminfs, limsups, and limits. Consequence: it is sufficient to discuss 
continuity questions to within similarity. More precisely, to prove that each 
derogatory transformation is a point of discontinuity of Lat, it is (necessary 
and) sufficient to prove that each derogatory matrix in Jordan form is a point 
of discontinuity of Lat. 
The reason for going to Jordan forms is that they make it easy to prove 
that not only is every matrix the limit of nonderogatory ones, but that, in 
fact, the approximation can be achieved with tight control over the Lats of 
the approximants. 
Consider, to be specific, an arbitrary (finite) direct sum A of Jordan 
blocks, that is of matrices of the form 
J 
where A takes on the values A l,. . . , & (not necessarily distinct), and where the 
sizes of the direct summands are ml ,..., m,. Let {(cl(n) ,..., s,(n))} be a 
sequence of finite sequences of length r such that (1) for each i, the sequence 
{et(n)} converges to 0 as n tends to infinity, and (2) for each n, the terms of 
the sequence (A, + El(n), . . . ,& + e,(n)) are all distinct. (These conditions are 
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easy to fulfill. Just consider, for each n, the discs D(+,l/n), and choose 
distinct representatives from them.) If A,, is the Jordan form obtained from A 
by the replacement +I++ + et(~), i= 1,. . .,r, then A,,+A (obvious), but 
limsup, Lat A,, # Lat A (to be proved). 
It is in principle possible to determine the Lats involved quite explicitly 
(cf. [l] again), but just to obtain the asserted non-equality is much easier than 
that. The distinctness of the 4 + si(n)‘s, i = 1,. . . , r, implies that each A,, is 
non-derogatory, and hence that Lat A,, is finite. (Recall that in fact Lat A,, is 
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all manic polynomial divisors of 
II;- i(A - (+ + sl(4)“‘).) M UC h more can be said with no more trouble: all the 
Lat 4’s are equal to each other (and hence, in particular, have the same 
finite cardinal number). Reason: the invariant subspaces of a Jordan block 
are independent of the eigenvalue of the block, and if the Jordan blocks in a 
direct sum have distinct eigenvalues, their Lats do not interfere with one 
another. (More precisely, if the eigenvalues are distinct, the Lat of the direct 
sum is the direct sum of the Lats.) Consequence: limsup, Lat 4, is the same 
as all the Lat A,,‘s, and is, in particular, finite. 
The proof is completed by the observation that the Lat of a derogatory 
transformation is always infinite. Indeed: if dimker(A -A) 2 2 for some A, 
then every subspace of ker(A -A) is in Lat A. 
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